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ABSTRACT 

A modified Bloch wave expansion is used to develop a theory of high 

energy electron diffraction from imperfect crystals. To compute these new 

Bloch waves one must solve a linear hyperbolic system in n unknowns. 

Scattering among the Bloch waves is controlled by the matrix elements of 

the perturbing potential, and various approximations to this scattering are 

discussed. The hyperbolic system is transformed to normal form; in making 

this \transformation, the unknown functions become the plane wave amplitudes 

of the Darwin representation. The normal form reveals the region of 

determinacy of the system: a cone generated by the diffracted beams. The 

contraction of this cone to a line (the column approximation) is discussed in 

terms of the Bloch wave scattering. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

In the analysis of high energy electron diffraction from crystal defects, 

one never loses sight of the periodicity of the perfect crystal. This motivates 

one to begin with one of the well understood representations for the perfect 

crystal wave function, and then modify it in such a fashion as to render 

theoretical calculations and experimental analysis tractable. 

The two common representations for the wave functions are the Bloch 

representation and the Darwin representation. In the Bloch representation, the 

wave function ~ is expressed as a linear combination of the eigenfunctions of 

the perfect crystal Hamiltonian, which are always of the form ~(I'") e 
1 J( ..... 

where ~t-l is a periodic function of the crystal lattice. In the Darwin 

representation, one expands l}l as a summation of plane waves, with spatially 

varying amplitudes, traveling in the various diffraction directions as specified 

by Bragg's Law. 

Surprisingly, the modification of these representations to include non-

periodic distortions associated with crystal defects has been almost exclusively 

d . t d t d th D · t · l ' 2 
1rec e owar e arWin represen at1on . In order to complement these 

approaches, we shall here begin with a modified Bloch representation in which . 
eJ 

the amplitudes to excite various Bloch states are changed from the constants . 
of the perfect crystal to slowly varying functions of position eJ(t-) in the 

defected crystal. Wilkens
3 

and later Howie and Basinski
2 

have considered 

expansions with modified Bloch waves, but either initially (Howie and Basinski) . 
or early in the derivation (Wilkens) they restrict the variation in <9J(r> to z 

dependence, where z is a coordinate parallel to the diffracting planes. These 

treatments involve either a column approximation or other restrictions (discussed 

in Sec. IIIE) that we wish to avoid here. 

1 
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In agreement with other treatments, we shall take slowly varying to 

mean that can be neglected in comparison with other terms. 

This approximation is made for mathematical expediency. However, unlike 

other derivations, we shall not initially assume that the perturbing portion 

of the Hamiltonian is slowly varying, or that the are any more 

slowly varying than is consistent with the neglecting of the Laplacian. 

We shall insert our modified Bloch expansion into the Schrodinger 

equation in which the Hamiltonian is written as the sum of the perfect crystal 

Hamiltonian H0 and a perturbing term H 1 We are assuming only 

elastic scattering so that the total energy of the electron is fixed by the energy 

of the electron beam incident on the specimen. We will be looking for solutions 

of the form "P= L e+.-) Bj(r) , where the Bloch functions 8J{ to) are 
j 

eigenfunctions of H 
0 

Making use of the orthogonality of the Bloch states, 

we shall derive a system of partial differential equations for the eJ(r-) . . 
The differential equations for 9J(t"} form a linear hyperbolic system 

of t~e form b ~ = 9 ~ , where ~ is a column vector containing the 

Ef( I"") , L is a linear operator consisting of derivatives with matrix -
coefficients containing information from the perfect crystal, and Q is the -
inhomogeneous term that depends on the perturbation. 

Next, we shall explore various scattering approximations that may be 

used to simplify the inhomogeneous term. Then, in order to simplify the 

derivative terms of L , we shall transform the system to normal form. In -
normal form the derivatives become directional derivatives along various 

characteristic directions, and we will demonstrate that these characteristic 

directions cori·espond to diffracted beam directions. In two dimensions the 

region of determinacy for the solution of the system, generated by the character-

istics, will be shown to be defined by the well-known Takagi triangle. 
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In making the transformation to normal form, the <9J( t-) are 

linearly transformed into new variables, termed characteristic variables. 

We shall identify these new unknowns as the plane wave amplitudes of the 

Darwin representation, thus clearly demonstrating how one representation 

is naturally transformed into the other, an observation usually absent in 

previous discussions of the dynamical theory of high energy electron 

diffraction. Within each representation, we shall see the importance of the 

Fourier components of H1 ( t") in determining various scattering transitions. 

Finally, we will demonstrate how the equations in either representation 

degenerate to a column approximation when only one derivative, the z derivative, 

is considered important. We will also discuss the restrictions placed upon 

the solutions by making this approximation. 
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II SYNOPSIS OF THE PERFECT CRYSTAL EQUATIONS 

A. Representations 

When solving the perfect crystal Schrodinger equation, H0 4' = E 'P • 
one usually employs either the Bloch representation or the Darwin representation 

for the electron wave functions. 

For a crystal containing n beams {i.e. a transmitted beam and n-1 

diffracted beams) the wave function in the Bloch representation is written 

{ 1) 

where j (and later i) = 1, 2, ••• 'n because of degeneracy, e.J is a constant, 

B
j _ > _, C~ e;.. [KO)t SCi}]· t-
{ta-t ~(R) 

tKCj)f= ~~> . C~ce> is the Bloch wave amplitude coefficient, 8(..~} is 

a compressed notation for the reciprocal lattice vector corresponding to the 

diffracting planes (hkl) and ~ (and later m and h)= 1, 2, ••• , n. In this 

convention S(t) corresponds to the transmitted beam with 19 (1) 1=-0 . The 

term 9 (_~) , where 1 > I , corresponds to a diffracted beam with f9(.l) I = 2 TT 
d(i) 

where d(£) is the interplanar spacing of the diffracting planes represented by 

9( ~\ . 
For the Darwin representation, we have 

where 

A. L t<+9Cl)].,. q c ~"'> = e 

(2) 

Here we are denoting D,t ( _..) as a plane wave in the I( +9( 1) direction, where 

t( is the vacuum wave vector corrected for index of refraction effects. 

B. Solutions in Both Representations 

When considering only perfect crystals, and neglecting absorption, the 
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elements appearing m equations (1) and (2) may be determined quite easily. 

First, and this is necessary for either representation, one constructs 

a mean wave vector I( which satisfies the two conditions (i) I K I~+ U0 =-I X I' 
and (ii) l(t = .)( t , where U0 is the normalized Fourier component of the 

mean inner potential of the crystal, and X is the wave vector of a mono-

chromatic beam of electrons incident on the crystal specimen. Condition (i) 

expresses the conservation of energy for elastic Bragg scattering. Condition 

(ii) expresses the tangential continuity of the wave vectors, as dictated by the 

boundary conditions at the entrance surface of the crystal. 

In order to determine the unknowns of the Bloch representation, one 

makes use of the Schrodinger equation in reciprocal space, which is an infinite 

number of simultaneous algebriac equations for the unknowns c~(1) of 

equation ( 1 ). Restricting the total number of beams that exist within the crystal 

to a finite number, n, one obtains the perfect crystal eigenvalue problem . . 
B ~J- (((J) '-J =o (3) 

where the nxn eigenvalue matrix a is constructed· with the Fourier potential 

coefficients and the Bragg deviation parameters, Sg(..t,) , which describe the 

angular deviation of the incident beam from the classical Br.agg angle for the 

reflections S (.i) . The elements of the A matrix are given by -
for .1.-=m 

for .1. #: m 

Here U9 {l-M) is the Fourier coefficient of lattice potential corresponding 

to the atomic planes with the reciprocal lattice vector S { J.-m) , where 

9(!.-m) = 9( .f) - 9(t"n) . Also, the reciprocal lattice vector 9( l-ffl) need 

not be an element of the initial set f 9Ci) J i::. ~2.) ... } n] . The Sll) vectors 

are assumed to lie in an x-y plane in reciprocal space so that solution of equation (3) 



yields the eigenvalues o(j} = K.£ K.z(j) an~ the 

column vectors with elements rc j J ·-c ...J u _Q- ~(1) . 
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C,J 

eigenvectors _ , which are 

. ,aj 
The constants v , which 

are the remaining unknowns that must be determined for the construction of 

the Bloch functions, are specified by the boundary conditions at the entrance 

surface of the crystal. 

The plane wave amplitudes ~(l/~) of the Darwin representation are 

only functions of z and may be determined by either a linear transformation 

P(c.) from the Bloch representation, i.e. -
(4) 

where ~(~)is a column vector with elements L~(i!ll = fPg(f}(~) and ~ is a 

column vector with elements [ e]. = ei.. ' or by the -~olution of the ordinary 
).. 

system .A A - --
where A is as defined above. Equation (5) has the formal solution -

iA~ 
2c~>=e - ico) - -

(5) 

The solution of the perfect crystal eigenva1ue problem may be displayed in 

reciprocal space as the dispersion surface construction. Such a surface, with its 

associated Ewald sphere construction, is shown for a two beam case in Fig. 1. 

More generally, the excitation of n beams generates a dispersion surface 

of n branches (see Fig. 2). 
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III THE IMPERFECT CRYSTAL EQUATIONS 

A. Derivation of the Perturbation Equations 

The imperfect crystal Hamiltonian may be written as H
0 

+ H 
1 

where 

H 0 is the perfect crystal Hamiltonian containing the kinetic and periodic 

potential energy operators, and H 1 is an operator representing the deviation 

of the potential energy from that associated with perfect crystal periodicity. 

We shall assume only elastic scattering occurs, so that the total energy of the 

electrons inside the crystal is the same as that of the incident electron beam. 

The equation to be solved is 

(6) 

where we shall let tJl become the modified Bloch expansion . . 
4' = .4: eJ(t-) BJ O·> (7) 

J 

The summation in equation (7) extends over the n perfect crystal Bloch 

J 
functions 8 (t") with wave vectors which may be complex in the presence of 

absorption. 
4 

One may interpret equation (7) as revealing that (i) at a fixed 

point .,. within the crystal there is a distribution of perfect crystal Bloch . 
functions ~(0") that differs from the distribution excited at the entrance surface, . 

J 
and this distribution is determined by the n numbers <9 ( 1-) , or that (ii) within . 
a region about the point .. the behavior of the n functions eJ ( 1'-) reveals the 

ercitation of perturbed Bloch functions ej(t") Bj( t-) ' which generally have 

wave vectors different from those of the perfect crystal. (We shall elaborate 
I 

on interpretation (ii) in Sec. IIIF·) . 
Inserting ~ 

A. 
from equation (7) into equation (6), dotting8 (..-)into both 

sides, and using the orthogonality relation 

( B~ ej) = JS B·.\\&-) Bj (t-)d~ d ~ ~ ., 
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where l is the area of the real space cell defined by the first Brillouin zone 

. formed from the diffracted beams under consideration, one obtains 

, ·":\.. 

VBJ(t'") have all been assumed to be constant within the region I . 
• < 

Now, it can be shown (see Appendix I) that the terms (B~Q. BJ) 
. oX 

and 

(51. .. q_ B..;} appearing in equation (8) can be written as 
'by 

( ,i ,Q_ j ~ . ~r. . . ..i.k (j -J.)Z~ · ,j · * :l 
B j oX B ) =-A. I L_!~"-{J) c\..:, te ~ t G9(!) C~(.O 9X' (£}j 

(9a) 

( B~ ~~~)~.A 1' [ ](~ (j\.S,.ij +e-'l<z(j-).)f C~(~lc:;;l 9!:l(~u (9b) 

where Kc(.i-_1);:: Kr{j)-J<l(..i) and BxO) and 9~{t) are the x andy components 

of th~ 9(~) vectors. The ex act equality in equations (9a, b) holds in the symmetrical 

Laue case. 

B. Matrix Representation 

In order to facilitate further manipulations with the perturbation equations, 

we will transform them to matrix form. 

First, we will define the matrix .Ix. with elements 

A. Kc(j-_A)~ ~ j A_.~ ( [T;] .. = e 7-C9 cl>C9 (..e.>9;,( ..t) 
AJ ~ 

and a similar expression for-~~ with elements [T~J. , which are formed by 
:AJ 

replacing 9x ( J.) by 9.!j ( ll) . Next, we define a column vector~, with elements 

r H 0 J . = [_ ( Bl H ej B J ) 
~ A j J I 

and define a diagonal matrix JS.~ , with elements 
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and in a similar fashion as Jr: we define the matrices ~:( and ~!J 

Substituting these matrices into equation (8) and simplying further by 

defining two new matrices 

and 

we obtain 

[ 

, I 
~ ·+ M c~) Q_ + N (~) q_] e (.,. > = ~ K~ HEJ (I'"") 
ur: - oX - 0~ - 'r -.-.. -

( 1 0) 

where @ (t-) is a column vector with elements [ e] . .i._ = eA( r) . 

Equation (1 0) is a linear hyperbolic system for the unknown function 

vector €)( t-) . This equation is linear because none of the derivative coefficients -
involve €>(t--) ' and the inhomogeneous term involves eo"') linearly. It is - -
hyperbolic because all the eigenvalues of the matric~s M and N are distinct - -
(see Appendix II) and the system may thus be transformed into normal hyperbolic 

form. 

C. Scattering Approximations 

All of the effects of the perturbation are contained in the inhomogeneous 

term of equation (1 0). Each of the derivative (matrix)coefficients makes use of 

only information from the perfect crystal. It is also clear that as the crystal 

distortion vanishes (i.e. H 
1
--0 ) the unique solution of the homogeneous problem 

is €){t-) = C9 (O) , where <5)(0) is the column vector formed from the - - -
constants ej of the perfect crystal. 

The inhomogeneous term may be left as it is, leaving what should really 

be termed a differento-integral hyperbolic system, or two other possible 

approximations can be made, which we shall term the kinematical and Born cases. 



These three possibilities are summarized below 

Dynamical 

( B;.j H , s j) ej(r) 

(Bi) H, sj) eJ(o} 

Kinematical 

J Born 

Let us recall the restrictions that we have placed upon the 

functions. They are slowly varying in the sense that V 2 eJ( t') can be 

neglected. Now consistent with this restriction is our assumption that the 

remains constant enough throughout the region of 
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(11a) 

(llb) 

(llc) 

. -"';\..1 integrahon , so that it may be removed from the integrals. By making 

these assumptions we are able to (i) avoid the complexities of coupled second 
. . . . j . . 

order equations and (ii) convert terms such as ( BA.,~ oeJ BJ) to de ( 8'~) 8J) 
. oz oz 

thereby allowing us to uncouple some otherwise coupled terms through the use of 

the orthogonality of the Bloch states. However, at this level of approximation 

J 
we cannot remove e (r") from these integrals, and so we see it in the 

dynamical term of equation (11a). 

There may well be cases when we need not be so rigorously restrictive, 

and so we may take advantage of these cases to modify our inhomogeneous term 

as shown in equations ( 11 b) and ( llc). One can easily justify these approximations 

with arguments of mathematical expediency, but what can we say of their physical 

justification? . . 
Interpreting <9.JO•) BJ(t•) as a perturbed Bloch wave, we see that common 

to all three scattering approximations is the usual quantum mechanical result 

that the rate of change of the e.J( l"") functions is controlled by matrix elements 

represent either perfect 

or perturbed Bloch functions. In other words, the amplitude to excite a transition 
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8 .1 
from the state to the state 

J BJ B , summed over all possible . 
determines the rate of change of the amplitude for 8-l to exist. 

The kinematical approximation restricts the Bloch functions that 

determine the transition amplitudes to perfect crystal Bloch functions. This 

restriction on what transitions can contribute to the matrix elements is reflected 

in greater restrictions on the slowly varying nature of the eJ(t"') function. Now, 

not only must v eJ(t"') be constant within .,, but also the <9'J(r) 

enabling us to remove them from the scattering integral as shown 1n equation 

( 11 b). Should the perturbation be such that the dynamical scattering of equation 

( lla) is required, the kinematical approximation may be the first step in an 

iterative integration approach to the solution of the system of equation ( 1 0). 

Even weaker scattering can be handled by the Born approximation to the 

perturbation. A prerequisite to the application of this approximation is that the 

perturbation be sufficiently localized so that only slight scattering occurs (e. g. 

a condition one would anticipate for point defects). Wilkens
3 

has used this 

scattering approximation coupled with the column approximation to predict the 

image widths of small spherical inclusions. 

Although throughout the remainder of this paper we shall make use of 

the kinematical approximation, it should be noted that all the results obtained 

are valid for the dynamical case if one remembers to interpret the perturbation 

terms H. and later -:;1-.; as integral operators. - -
As we have pointed out, one may interpret the waves as 

perturbed or distorted Bloch waves; that is to say that there exist Bloch waves 

within the imperfect crystal whose wavevectors differ from those of the perfect 

crystal. These new wavevectors can be defined only locally, of course, since 

their existence is made possible by the local distortion, and in general we would 

not expect such locally excited waves to be able to propagate into new regions 
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without subsequent modulation. By "locally about a point "we mean a region 

whose extent in the x-y plane is an area identical to the region of integration 

used previously, and is of differential thickness d 1!.. The region must 

enclose the point, but other than this restriction the point may be anywhere within 

the area. By defining locally in this way, we assure ourselves of being able to 

discuss the behavior of solutions of the differential equation about a point, and 

simultaneously partition up our crystal space into distinct cells that completely 

fill that space. 

Within this region we expect to have a local reciprocal lattice and a local 

dispersion surface consistent with the departure of the potential energy function 

from its perfect crystal periodicity. This new dispersion surface is shown 

superimposed with the perfect crystal surface for the two beam case in Fig. 3. . . 

In order to conserve energy we require that the local wavevectors lie on this 

surface. Also if the region of distortion has a well-defined boundary separating 

it from the perfect crystal, one may further require the tangential continuity of 

the wavevectors across such a boundary. We see from Fig. 3 that the effect of 

the transition to the new dispersion surface is to alter the distance of the excited 

wavevectors from the local Brillouin zone boundary (B. z. b.). In other words, 

the distortion acts to either bring the waves closer or farther from the exact 

Bragg condition. One sees this both on the dispersion surface and at the reciprocal 

lattice points as their deviation parameters .SB(.~) vary with depth. The 

reorientation of the wavevectors with respect to the new Brillouin zone boundary 

is primarily due to the movement of the reciprocal lattice vectors; in Fig. 3 . 

we see how the movement of the reciprocal point 9(2) across the Ewald sphere 
I 

to 9 (2) has taken two wavevectors originally to the right of the perfect crystal 

B. z. b. and transported them to the left of the local B. z. b. From this we see how 

strong beams (e. g. at the exact Bragg condition) must move away from this 
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condition in the presence of any distortion that alters the reciprocal lattice 

and suffer a corresponding loss in intensity. This is not to imply that an 

arbitrary perturbation must distort the reciprocal lattice. For example, we 

can be assured that strain fields will indeed distort the lattice, while a simple 

structure factor change might not cause appreciable distortion, acting only to 

bring the dispersion surface branches closer together (or push them apart) 

while preserving the B. z. b. 

It is usual to speak of two types of transitions which occur simultaneously 

on the dispersion surface: intraband and interband transitions. We have been 

considering the intraband process; this involves transitions occurring as the 

result of a small momentum transfer from the perfect crystal branch to its 

as so cia ted local branch. 

By "inter band transitions 11 we merely mean that we acknowledge the . 
inherent coupling of any particular (9,J(r) to all the other e',(""(rr-)through the 

differential equation. Some of these functions grow (in the sense of suitable 

norm) at the expense of others. Physically, electrons are being continually 

redistributed (i.e. scattered) from states represented by one branch of the 

dispersion surface to another. In particular, the intraband transition is the 

coupling of (9J(,..) to itself through the differential equation; hence, one can 

always separate the inhomogeneous term of equation (1 0) into the sum of an 

intraband coupling and interband couplings. Then, if one can eliminate the 

intraband term through some transformation (this is explicity done for a special 

case in Sec. IIIE), the intraband process is then completely determined and one 

can exhibit the local dispersion surface. 

D • . Transformation to Norrnal Form 

If for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to two independent variables, 
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then equation (1 0) may be re\.vritten 

( 12) 

We want to transform equation (12) to the form 

( 13) 

where D is a diagonal matrix of directional derivative operators 

which differentiate the characteristic variables %tR) along n different 

characteristic directions, and ~ is a matrix independent of the ~(l) and is 

obtained linearly from the matrices of equation ( 12). 

To make such a transformation it is necessary only to solve the eigenvalue 

problem for the matrix M . Suppose we have found the n eigenvalues o<Q. and -
the n eigenvectors pJl. Then form the eigenvector matrix P with elements -

[ p J = p ~ for the row Y.. 
:Rm 

Next, we make the transformation to the characteristic variables <#§(~)through 

! = Pe Putting e =- p ·-lt into equation (12) we obtain 

- [;:-a_ + (Q_ P_-;-) M-(_Q_ p-') M p-ld J as= 1 K-l H _, 
- crt or..- +- ax- + __ ax :. c't-i. -- -

Now, pre-multiplying by P , we obtain -
( ~ +.f!de-• ~)! = [t,_ fl!i'lif-'-.r(~f-')-.fr:'l(~e-·~-

But PMP-l is a diagonal matrix with elements ---
so we have 

where 

rPMP-~ == o<1 b L! 1Wl :..e.m 

Di Bi -- --
B = r .i. pw-\HP-~ P(Q.. p-')- PM (o p·-\)\l 
- l!1'--.U.&-- .L o:c.- -- ox- ~ 
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In principle this can always be done, and equation (13) is the equation 

to integrate. However, the mathematics obscures the physics unless one makes 

the approximations that ~J!"' Kz.! and .!SJC~ K.x ~, where K~ is a mean 

K l. ( J.) which we shall freely set equal to ( ICI , K >( is a mean l<x ().) 
(this last distinction need not be made in the symmetrical Laue case, ) and I -
is the identity matrix. We then can write 

and show (see Appendix II) that the eigenvalues of M - are 

tX
1 ·= kx > !<:t+-IS(Z)IJi''jk'xf.JS(n)l 

K~ K~ K~ 
The eigenvalues o< l determin~ the characteristic directions through the 

ordinary differential equations (which are trivial to integrate in this case) d X: Q = o(fl. 
i. at~ 

In general, these differential equations define curves X (i!.) in the x, z plane that 

determine the direction of propagation of information. In this case, since the 0( J. 
are constant, the curves are merely straight lines with slopes 

Under this same approximation for M one finds that the eigenvector 
. -

matrix P is identical to the transformation matrix from the Bloch to the -
Darwin representation defined by equation (4). Thus, the characteristic variable 

column vector § is identified as the vector containing the plane wave amplitudes -
of the Darwin representation. 

So, we learn about the various terms of the 

c) p-1=0 
ox-

P ( o p-')=-i R - ~- -

8 matrix of equation ( 13 ): -

The elements of the perturbation term transform according to 

[PHP·-IJ = (GR.JH1Gm) 
k'M 

where e.-{. 9 on . . r-
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Defining the matrix with elements -
[di] = (G.£, H. G~n) :..em _, 

we see that the perturbation transforms simply as P H P ;:: :J,J and --- -
equation ( 13) becomes the system 

2_ =;._ca.+ z\<'r -2:1;)! (!
4

) 

This is the perturbation modification of equation (5). Once again we see 

how the various matrix elements of the relevant transitions (in this case G,e- Gl"f'') 

determine the rate of change of the amplitude to find the electrons in a particular 

state. All that has really occurred is that an equivalence transformation has 

taken us from one set of basis vectors to another. 

Referring to Fig. 4, we see that from any point P at the exit surface of a 

d X~ ~ 
thin crystal specimen, one can draw the n characteristics determined by - =o< 

dZ 
where, for simplicity, we have taken We, of course, generate a triangle, 

and the family of lines parallel to the sides of this triangle generate a mesh -within it. Given the initial values !! (a) at the entrance surface of the crystal, and -
a sufficiently smooth :3J within PAB, the solution at P can be constructed -
by iterated integration of equation ( 14) along the n characteristics beginning with 

any convenient initial ! that satisfies the boundary conditions. Such a -
procedure may not be of much practical use, but offers a demonstration of the 

existence of a solution ~ ( ... ) , and a region of determinacy of the equation. This 

region, first described by Takagi 
1
for a similar hyperbolic system, is bounded 

by the outermost characteristics defined byo<'==~[o<.,e] ando<"= ~ [«£] . 

As Takagi has pointed out, these characteristics provide a theoretical basis for the 

-· 0 . 0 

column approximation (e. g. in Fig. 4, AB::: 20 A for a crystal I 000 A thick). In 

three dimensions the region of determinacy becomes a cone bounded by n 

triangular sides. 



The advantage of writing the Hamiltonian as H
0 
+ H

1 
is that not only 

strain contrast, but structure factor contrast can be included at any point. 
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However, if we limit the discussion to slowly varying strain fields, and employ 

the deformable ion approximation, we have 

H;(l'-)= r_ Ug(~)ei9Ct)·r[e-...l9C.Q)·R(r)_J 
R. : 

where R(r) is a vector function describing the atomic displacement at t'- • 

Then, with the slowly varying approximation 

( G~) H, Gm) = L u9Ch) ( G.e) [e-19Cn)·Rft-)_:_ 0 Ghtm) 
h 

~ { u~Hh) [e-19(n). Ro~~l] (G.t ) G~-u..-J 

~ u 9 (£-m) [e-i 9(1-m) · R(.-~ I] 
equation (14) becomes 

where 

D I = l A (t-) -- - -
59U) fur~=m 

Ug(~-m) e-A9f~-m)·R(rPt) tor i.:f:.m 

2!< 
Making the phase transformation 

one obtains 

where 

cp9;l> (J-o) = <t§(t> (t'") e iSC£). R(t-) 

s9(~) + -kR [9C~) · Rctn for .2=m 

u9(~-m) - for J..# m 
2K 

( 15) 
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Using a comple t e ly diffe rent approach, Takagi 
1 

has also obtained 

equation ( 15 ). His d e rivation begins with the Darwin representation and, 

with les s generality than we make use of here, includes only the slowly 

varying strain field as a possible perturbation. Whatever the approach, one sees 

in equation ( 15) how this type of perturbation determines contrast through a 

local distortion of the reciprocal lattice, and consequent variation in the Bragg 

d e viation parameters. 

E. Column Approximation 

Let us return to equation ( 1 0) and neglect the terms involving x and y 

derivatives, letting 6)(r)::: 6)(.2) . This is the column approximation, - -
motivated by the fact that the matrix coefficients !:Sx) JS.~) T• and I~ 

are all composed of elements whose magnitude is on the order of 1/50 of 

elements of JS• . Equation (10) then becomes 

' 
~~ ~§.(-c)= ~ HE> Ct:) 

whe re now 

[_HeJ . :::; ~ ( e/·) H, Bj) ejf~) 
.J. J 

( 16) 

As has been mentioned, Ho~ie and Basinski 
2

have also considered an expansion 

with modified Bloch waves, but they begin their study with only z depende~'ce 

and so obtain the rather limited behavior of equation (16). Actually, they '· 

attempt to avoid the column approximation by allowing the summation over j 

to include other possible perfect crystal Bloch waves, which seems rather 

artificial in that we don't really know what waves are propagating until we 

integrate the more complete equation ( 1 0). 

However, with the restrictions here, equation (16) offers a column 

approximation in that the wave function at a depth z is uniquely determined by 

integration along a line from the entrance surface. 
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Application of the column approximation to analysis of dislocation images, 

obtained with the transmission electron microscope operating at the 

weak beam diffraction mode, has shown this approximation to be dangerous in 

this case. Recent calculations
5

• 
6 

have shown that the column approximation breaks 

down when the principle contrast mechanism involves transitions from the 

higher (flatter) dispersion surface branches to the lower kinetic energy (more 

sharply peaked) branches. The group velocity of the Bloch waves excited on 

the lower branches, which is normal to the surface, tends to depart from the 

z direction, destroying the column approximation. Allowing the reverse 

transitions to predominate, one finds the column approximation valid again. 

Writing out equation (16) explicitly, we have 

K: C> de~- .A.. ~ ejr L[_ c j c.i~ e.(K=(j-.l)r:.JfH e~ 9 <-t-m)·...-d d 
r .-< d ·.l. - 21- '-:- r. Q M 9(Q} 9(M) I X «j 

J · ; 'i'-

= L ~· ej(.z)C j c.i·~ e A~(J ·-.A).t (G \-\ G ) 
z ·1 ft: .9c~ > .9c m) m) L ~ 

~~M . 
So we have, making the Born approximation, and after integrating both sides, 

J~(G H G \e ..C. k't; (j-.A)ldr.' 
rn; 1 i._J 

.c ·i. . ) - n j_. i. \ eJ(' )rj c;.* 
e7 (Z. -1,::7 CO)+Zf- .?- 0 "-g(Q) B(M) 

.J" P.,lll () 
Here we see how transitions are controlled by an integral that picks out 

the Fourier components of (GIYI i H, G~) the matrix elements of H \ , with 

respect to a wavevector change in the z direction of Kz{j-l). The K ~ (j -)) 

are approximately the separations of the various perfect crystal dispersion 

surface branches along the line of excitation. 

Similarly, the column approximation to equation (14) is 

.Q ~ = i ( A + ~_,_ :11 ) i 
d~- - ~1"1.1--

For the cases of slowly varying strains one can simplify this to 

""' """' 
d l=i-Ai 
de- --

(17) 



where 

u.9(1-m) 

2K 

for 1 = m 

for ~i: m 

Equation (17) is probably the most straight-forward of the column 
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approximation theories in terms of computional ease, since all that must be 

done is to locally vary the diagonal elements of the A matrix as one -
numerically integrates along the z direction. 

F. Separation of the Intra band and Interband Transitions 

The mathematics involved in extracting intraband and inter band transitions 

from the differential equations may be best exemplified by the column approximation 

equations in the Bloch representation for slowly varying strains. We may easily 

obtain these equations by substituting I= PE) into equation (17). After a --
few algebriac manipulations, one obtains the following system for the Q vectors -

A e = l r*·c-•e.c.re (18) 

dr..- -----
where r is a diagonal matrix with elements -

[ r J = e i ~coz $ . . 
' • A.J 

).J 
and E - 1s a diagonal matrix with elements 

and G is the usual eigenvector matrix. -
The matrix product on the right hand side of equation (18) is not as 

formidable as it looks, since three of the matrices are diagonal. In component 

form this equation becomes 

sl e·i = 1. r· Q. [.9(fl·R("")1 cj ci* e.i..~(J --Jlc. gJ (19) 
d~ ,e j da ~ :9Ct) ~(.t) 

J 

where 0(0 ·-i)~ 3'(_j)- oc'A) 
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In equation (19) all of the terms of the j summation, except the i th 

term represent interband transitions, and the i th term represents intraband 

transitions from the surface i. Consequently, we may write the right hand side 

of equation ( 19) as the sum of the intra band and inter band scattering terms. 

Now, the point of making this separation is to allow us to completely 

eliminate the intraband term through the phase transformation 

e ;. = e'1 e,t O'""(A.) (21) 

where 

Performing the transformation indicated in equation (21) on equation (20) 

This differential system contains only interband terms. We see that the 

result of the intraband scattering is to effectively change the wave vector of 

the i th Bloch wave from Ki!(i) to }(i.( -'. 1 ) , where K~(..i 1) = Kt{..() t ~(.() . 
Thus, the local dispersion surface branches, upon which the interband 

process will redistribute the Bloch amplitudes, can be obtained from the 

perfect crystal branches by a translation in the z direction of 
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IV SUMMARY 

In this paper, within the confines of our slowly varying assumption, 

we have presented a general treatment of high energy electron diffraction 

from imperfect crystals. Making use of a modified Bloch expansion, we 

have derived a first order hyperbolic system for the spatially varying 

Bloch wave excitation amplitudes, and have demonstrated that the normal 

form of this system, under suitable approximations, is merely a Darwin 

representation expansion of the wave function. The region of determinacy 

of the system, essential to considerations of the applicability of the column 

approximation, has been shown to be generated by the solutions of a simple 

eigenvalue problem. 

Most importantly, we have attempted to demonstrate the interdependence 

of the rather general equations derived here, and a multitude of rather 

specialized equations presented in the literature. Authors have brought 

forth non-column approximation Darwin expansions, Bloch expansions with 

z dependence, modified Bloch expansions with z dependence, and assorted 

column approximation equations, all seemingly without connection to one 

another. We have here shown how we are really only dealing with a single 

hyperbolic system and we may easily obtain any other particular system by 

merely making some convenient choice of (i) representation, (ii) assumptions 

about the distortion, (iii) use of the entire region of determinacy, and (iv) 

scattering approximation • . 

We are currently working on the development of reliable guidelines 

that connect a particular type of imperfect crystal with the least complex 

combination of the above four choices that will still predict the wave function 

accurately. 
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APPENDIX I 

.i. . 
The integral ( 8 

1 
Q. 8') which appears in equation (8) is written in 
ox 

complete form as 

(e/ o Bjl= j( B~~(..-)_Q_ Bj(~}dxdu 
~ox J ox J 

I 

·- \ JJcj ci* e-i [t<llH·Scmi\·t-d ei [KCj)+9(~U· rd d 
- L 9(1) 9(M) ox )( l::f 

_QJm I" 

- ~ cj . cl~ rK OJ+~u)ljf e.A[f<(j-A.)+9C.t.-m>} rd d 
·- L SC~) 9(lt\) L x . JJ 0 X ':J (I -1) 
~JM ~ 

In equation (I -1) we will neglect the te~ms K,x(j -.A) in comparison 

with the length of a S( i) vector. (This approximation is good to about one 

part in 500 for lower order 9(.~).) So that we may write 

(I -2) 
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APPENDIX II 

In order to determine the eigenvalues of 

!!:1 = ~z ( Kxl_ + ~) (II- 1) 

we first define the diagonal matrix ::0: with elements 

[ Sl] -= ei. Kl(l) ~ <5· . 
• • A..J 

AJ 

and the diagonal matrix r with elements -
[r] 1m::: 9(1) s£m 

so that Tx can be written 

"""""" T ~ .fl.* r*v C ..fl.. _)( _.:=..a--
The eigenvalues of theM matrix will be unchanged if we transpose -

it, so 

~ l ( ~ 
~ = K~ Kx!-+~) 

::.J_ (K r +ncr en~) 
Kx. x_ -----

(II -2) 

The equation we must solve in order to determine the eigenvalues of equation 

(II-2) is 

'-""' 
H!:!-o<!l}=O 

IJ( K)( -o{) I +.LK (.ncrcn'k'll= o 
Kc_ - ~ -----1 (II -3) 

Since .£ '---""* -l 
is unitary, C = C , and we may write - -

(. K x _ o<) 'I = ( K X _ o< ) Jl C C -l_n * 
I<~ - Kz ----

= .n.c ( Kx- o<) c-~* 
-- l<~ --

(II -4) 
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Substituting equation (II-4) into equation (II-3} we may write 

11.!1~ [( ~k-o( )ll-~t 1 ~-'1.1:1\= 0 (II- 5) 

Now, recalling that II B~\\= na H· n u~u,u we may write for 

equation (II-5) 

\I ~i: (Kxl + I ) - o<! \\ ~ 0 
This implies that 

o<~=J_ f Kx+[Y] l 
k"t L R~ j 

:::: ~ z;: [ Kx t I 9( Q) 1] 
(II-6) 

Thus, the eigenvalues of the matrix M are given by equation (II-6). -
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. The two-beam dispersion surface and associated Ewald sphere. 

This figur e is not drawn to scale. The points D 1 and D
2

, on 

branches 1 and 2 respectively, define the excited Bloch wave vectors. 

Fig. 2. A sample many-beam dispersion surface for a germanium crystal. 

The branches were calculated assuming 6 systematic reflections 

(440, .•• 660) are operating. 

Fig. 3. The local two-beam dispersion surface (heavy lines) with the perfect 

crystal dispersion surface (light lines) shown for comparison. This 

drawing is not to scale and the primes refer to the local dispersion 

surface and reciprocal lattice vector. In this example the deviations 

from the perfect crystal conditions are manifest by a shift in the 

reciprocal lattice vector9(2) to 9'(2) and the excitations of the Bloch 

waves defined by the points D' 1 and D'z· 

Fig. 4. The two-beam region of determinancy. The triangle ABP and its 

associated mesh are generated by the characteristics of the system 

and define the region of determinancy for the point P. The slopes or 

the sides of the triangle are given by the eignevalues of the M -
matrix. 
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